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Abstract 
We study a system of three partial differential equations modelling the spatio-
temporal behaviour of two competitive populations of biological species both 
of which are attracted chemotactically by the same signal substance. More 
precisely, we consider the initial-boundary value problem for 
ut = d\ts.u — xiV • (HVKI) + ii\u{\ — u — a\v), x e Q., t > 0, 
vt = d2Av — /2V • (uVw) + /J,2V(1 — a2u — v), x e £2, t > 0, 
—Aw + Xw = u + v, x e £2, t > 0, 
under homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions in a bounded domain 
£2 c l " , n > 1, with smooth boundary. 
When 0 < a\ < 1 and 0 < a2 < 1, this system possesses a uniquely 
determined spatially homogeneous positive equilibrium (w*, v*). We show that 
given any such a\ and a2 and any positive diffusivities d\ and d2 and cross-
diffusivities xi and X2, this steady state is globally asymptotically stable within 
a certain nonempty range of the logistic growth coefficients JX\ and /x2. 
Introduction 
We consider two competitive populations of biological species which are attracted by the same 
chemical stimulus. All individuals move according to random diffusion and chemotaxis, and 
moreover we assume that both populations reproduce themselves, and mutually compete with 
the other, according to the classical Lotka-Volterra kinetics [12]. Corresponding to standard 
modelling approaches [12], the respective population densities u = u(x, t) and v = v(x, t) 
can then, after renormalization, be described by 
«, = (iiAa - X i V - (HVIO)+ /ZIW(1 — u — a\v) 
diffusion chemotaxis proliferation and competition 
and 
vt = d.2Av — /2V • (wVio) + /J,2v(l — a2u — v) 
diffusion chemotaxis proliferation and competition 
with parameters d\, d2, xi, X2, /"-l, 1^2, a\ anda2, wherew = w(x, t) denotes the concentration 
of the chemoattractant. In numerous biologically relevant processes, the latter signal substance 
is produced by the cells themselves (see [6] for details), and then its evolution is essentially 
governed by a parabolic equation of the form 
ewt = dwAw — xw +g(u,v) (0.1) 
diffusion degradation 
production 
with positive constants e, dw and x and a production term g which, in extension to the situation 
in the classical approach by Keller and Segel [9], depends on u and v now. Under the 
additional assumption that chemicals diffuse significantly faster than cells, a commonly used 
mathematically convenient simplification of equation (0.1) is given by 
0 = dwAw — xw + g(u, v), 
(see for instance [8]). If we finally assume that both cell types produce the chemical at the 
same constant rate, without any saturation effects, we are led to considering the system 
ut = d\Au — xiV • (HVKI) + ii,\u{\ — u — a\v), x e Q., t > 0, 
vt = d^Av — X2V • (uVw) + /X2f(l — a^u — v), x e £2, t > 0, (0.2) 
— Aw + Xw = u + v, x e £2, t > 0, 
with the new positive parameter X, in the physical domain Q c R", n > 1, which we assume 
to be bounded with a smooth boundary 3 £2. 
This system is a generalization of the classical parabolic-elliptic version of the celebrated 
Keller-Segel system, to the case of two species which both react to the same chemical signal 
(see [7,9] for details). A closely related system is studied in [3], where different diffusivities 
for u and v are allowed, /xi = /x2 = 0 and the term Xw in the third equation is replaced with 
a constant. Motivated by the question whether multi-species chemotaxis mechanisms can be 
responsible for processes of cell sorting, the latter work focuses on the occurrence of blow-up 
phenomena and asymptotic behaviour of such unbounded solutions (see also [4,5] for the case 
when xi and xi have different signs). 
In contrast to this, in this work we shall concentrate on possible effects stemming from 
the kinetic terms in (0.2), and thus address the case when both /xi and /x2 are positive. Then 
if ai > 0 and a2 > 0, the size of both u and v is limited by a growth restriction of logistic 
type. In this and related aspects, the corresponding single-species chemotaxis-growth model 
for I = 1 
t = Au — xV • (uVw) + /j,u(l — u), x e £2, t > 0, 
-Aw + w = u, x e £2, t > 0, 
and its parabolic-parabolic counterpart have been studied much more thoroughly (see e.g. 
[13,14,17]). For instance, it is known that if /x > ((« - 2)+/«)x, then all solutions of (0.3) 
are global and bounded [15, theorem 2.5]. Another result in this single-species framework 
says that when the chemotactic sensitivity is small enough as related to the logistic term in the 
sense that 2 / < /z, then the large time behaviour of any solution to the PDE system will be the 
same as that of the corresponding ODE; that is, we then have u(x, t) -> 1 and w(x, t) -> 1 
as t -> oo [15, theorem 5.1]. 
It is the goal of this paper to investigate how far the latter result on global asymptotic 
stability of spatially uniform equilibria remains true in the two-species system (0.2). In order 
to formulate our results, we specify the precise mathematical setting: we shall subsequently 
consider (0.2) along with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
du dv dw 
— = — = — = 0 , x e 3f2, t > 0, (0.4) dv dv dv 
and initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = UQ(X), V(X, 0) = vo(x), x e £2. (0.5) 
The parameters A, x\,Xi, IM and /z2 are assumed to be positive, and for simplicity we assume 
d\ = d2 = 1. 
Upon a straightforward computation we see that if 
0 < a i < 1 and 0 < a 2 < 1, (0.6) 
then there exists a constant steady state (w*, v*) with positive components given by 
1 — CL\ j . \ — a2 
u* = - , v* = —. (0.7) 
1 — a\a2 1 — a\a2 
Our intention is to show that if, given \x\ > 0 and /z2 > 0, the cross-diffusivities xi and xi 
and the rates a\ and a2 of competitive degradation are suitably small, then all solutions of 
(0.2)-(0.5) will stabilize towards this equilibrium. To make this more precise, we consider the 
hypothesis 
2(xi + X2) + aiM2 < Mi and 2(xi +X2) + 02^1 < M2, (0.8) 
and can then formulate our main result as follows. 
Theorem 0.1. Let n > 1 and £1 C R" be a bounded domain with smooth boundary. Assume 
that X, xi, X2, Mi and /X2 are positive, that a\ and a2 satisfy (0.6) and that (0.8) holds. Then 
for all positive initial data w0 e C°(Q) and v0 e C°(S2), the solution (u, v) to (0.2)-(0.5) is 
bounded and satisfies 
\\u(-,t) -u*\\Loo(a) + \\v(-,t) -v*\\Loo(a) -+ 0 ast^oo (0.9) 
with u* and v* as defined in (0.7). 
We note that for any a\ and a2 fulfilling (0.6), there exists a nonempty region (/xi, /x2) e R+ 
where (0.8) is satisfied. 
Of course there is quite a number of possibilities of coupling between chemotaxis and 
other mechanisms in multi-species situations. For instance, it is conceivable that two species 
interact in a competitive way, but only one of them moves chemotactically. A model addressing 
this is considered in [10], where questions of global existence and blow-up are studied for the 
system 
'ut = Au — V • (-Vto) + w(l — u — a\v), x eQ, t > 0, 
vt = Av + pv{\ — v — a2u), x e £2, t > 0, 
wt = (u — S)w, x e £2, t > 0, 
with nondiffusive evolution of the chemical. The recent work [7] which discusses a rather 
large class of systems related to (0.2) and focuses on the existence and the use of nontrivial 
Lyapunov functionals. 
1. Analysis of the associated ODE system 
In this section we analyse the ODE system 
Mi - (Mi - XiW ~ X\u + X\v - (xi + Mi«i)« , ? > 0, 
Mi - X\u - (MI - Xi)« - (Xi + Mi«i)" + Xiv , t > 0, 
V = V [i2 + X2U - (X2 + M2fl2)« - (M2 - X2)V - X2V_ , t > 0, 
M2 - (X2 + M2fl2F + X2K - X2V ~ (M2 ~ X2)V_ , t > 0, 
with initial conditions 
w(0) = wo, w(0) = WQ, TJ(0) = uo and v(0) = u0-
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
The role of (1.1) with respect to (0.2)-(0.5) will become clear in the proof of l emma 2.3 in the 
forthcoming section. 
Clearly, given any such initial data there exist fmax = fm a x(w 0 , w0, v0, v0) e (0, oo] and 
a unique solution (u,u,v,v) of (1.1)-(1.2) in (0, fm a x ) which cannot be extended beyond 
t = r m a x . Since x i a n d x 2 are positive, each of the equations in (1.1) contains one source term 
of quadratic type. It is therefore not a priori clear whether this solution is global, or finite t ime 
blow-up may occur. 
On the other hand, it can easily be checked that the constant steady states of (0.2) given 
by (0.7) determine a constant equil ibrium of (1.1) in the sense that 
_^ j . J. 1 — CL\ _^ j . J. I — an 
T[* = u* = u*= —, v* = v* = v* = — (1.3) 
1 — a\ci2 1 — a\ci2 
defines a nontrivial equil ibrium (w*, w*, v*, v*) of system (1.1). It is the goal of this section to 
establish the following attractivity property of this constant solution. We shall see in l emma 1.5 
that whenever 
(1.4) 0 < WQ < u* = u* < wo and 0 < v^ < v_* = v* < VQ, 
the solution of (1.1)—(1.2) will be global in t ime and stabilize towards (w*, w*, v*, v*) in the 
large t ime limit. 
To begin with, w e make sure that the initially present ordering asserted by (1.4) is inherited 
by the solution. 
Lemma 1.1. Assume (0.6) and let (1.4) hold. Then the solution of(l.l)-(1.2) satisfies 
0 < u(t) < u(t) and 0 < v(t) < v(t) for t e (0, f m a x ) . (1.5) 
Proof. We first observe that the positivity statements easily result from an elementary O D E 
comparison argument: indeed, from (1.1) w e see that uJ = f(t)u_ with some smooth function 
/ , and hence w clearly inherits positivity of w0. 
Thus, if (1.5) was false then there would exist to e (0, r m a x ) such that 
w < w and v < v for t < to, 
and such that either 
w(fo) = w(fo) and v(to) < v(to), 
or 
w(fo) < w(fo) and v(to) = v(to), 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
or 
u(t0) = u(t0) and v(t0) = v(t0). (1.9) 
Here we observe that if (1.9) occurred, by uniqueness of solutions to (1.1) we would evidently 
have u = u and v = v, which contradicts (1.6). 
Next, in the case (1.7) we have 
ut u, _ _ 
— = (2/i - Mi)(w - u) + (2/i + /xiaij2)(u - v) for t > 0. 
U W 
By continuity of the solutions and (1.7) we would obtain 
ut u, _ _ 
— = (2/i - Mi)0 -u) + (2/i + /xiau)(u -v)>0 for t e (t0 - e, t0), 
U W 
for e small enough. An integration over (f0 - e, to) would thus show that 
logw(fo) -logw(fo) > 0 
and hence u(t0) > u(to), which contradicts (1.7). 
Since in quite the same way we can rule out the possibility of (1.8) to occur, we thus 
conclude that (1.5) must be true. • 
Our next aim is to prove that (w, u, v, v) is actually global in time and bounded. This is 
prepared by the following. 
Lemma 1.2. Let (0.6), (0.8) and (1.4) hold. Then there exists C > 0 such that the solution to 
(!.!)-(1.2) satisfies 
uv^C in[0, fmax). (1.10) 
Proof. We let 
<p(t):=\nu(t)+\nv(t), t e [0, fmax). 
Then using the third equation in (1.1) we compute 
, u' v' (p =— + -
U V 
= [ii+ [i2- (Ml - / l - X2)u ~ (/l + /2 + ma2)u 
- (M - Xi - X2)v - (/i +X2 + Mi«i)£ for all t e (0, fmax). 
Since u, u, v and v are nonnegative and / i + /2 < min{/xi, /x2} according to (0.8), we thus 
find c\ > 0 and c2 > 0 such that 
cp' < c\ — c2(u + v) for all t e (0, rmax). (l .H) 
Since 
u + v > 2\fu^lj = 2 exp(log \Juv) = 2e^(p, 
and hence (1.11) entails 
cp'(t) < ci - 2 c 2 e ^ w for all t e (0, fmax). (1.12) 
Note that cp is a sub-solution to the equation 
z = ci - 2c2eK z(0) = ln(w0u0) (1.13) 
and therefore <p(t) < z(t) for any t e (0, fmax). There exists a unique steady states to (1.13) 
given by the constant z+ = 2 In £-. The solution z tends monotonically to z+ as t -> oo. 
Therefore z < max{zo, z*} which implies 
<p(?) < max | In M0 + In T>o, 2 In — [ for all t e (0, fmax), 
I 2c2J 
and we deduce (1.10). D 
We can now prove global existence and boundedness of solutions to (1.1)—(1.2). 
Lemma 1.3. Let (0.6), (0.8) and (1.4) be valid. Then rmax = oo, and one can find C < oo 
such that for the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) we have 
u^C and v^C in [0, oo). (1.14) 
Proof. According to lemma 1.2 there exists c\ > 0 such that u v < c\ in [0, fmax). Neglecting 
nonpositive terms, from the first equation in (1.1) we thus obtain 
u' ^ n\u — (ii\ — XiW +Xiuv 
< \i{u - (p,i - xi)u2 + XICI for all t e (0, fmax). 
Upon an ODE comparison, this shows that 
u(t) < max{w0, «*} for all t e (0, rmax), 
where 
/u-i + J /u - i+4CIXI( /U-I -x i ) 
2(^1 - X i ) 
is the positive steady state of the ODE y' = [i\y — (}i\ — x\)y2 + X\c\- Along with a 
similar argument addressing v, recalling lemma 1.1 we conclude that (w, u, v, v) is bounded 
in (0, rmax). According to a standard extensibility result, this entails that in fact rmax = oo, 
and that (1.14) holds. • 
The next lemma sharpens the statement from lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.4. Assume (0.6), (0.8) and (1.4). Then the solution to (1.1)-(1.2) has the properties 
u > u* = u* > u_ and v > v* = v* > v in [0, oo), 
where (w*', u*, v*, v*) denotes the equilibrium defined in (1.3). 
Proof. Since (w*, u*, v*, v*) is a constant solution of (1.1), we have 
0 = Ml - X\u* - (lM - X\)u* - (Xl + Ml«lV + Xl£+-
We subtract this from the second equation in (1.1) to obtain 
- Xi(u -u*) - (lM -Xi)(u-u*) - (xi +n.iai)(v- v*) + x i ( v - v* ) . (1.15) 
Here we note that 
-X\(u-u*) - (m -x\)(u-u*) = -xi(u -u) + xi(u* -u*) - /M(U-U*) 
= ~Xi (u — u) — H-i (u—u*) 
and 
-(Xl +IMa\)(v -v*) + X\ (v-v*) = -Mi«i (v-v*) - Xi(v - v). 
Therefore, (1.15) becomes 
u = u • Xl (u — u) — ii\(u_ — u*) — ii,\a\(v — v*) — xi(v — v) 
which combined with lemma 1.1 yields the inequality 
w _ 
— < — [i\(u — u ) — ix\a\(v — v ) for all t > 0. (1.16) 
u_ 
In the same way we see that 
v' _ 
— > — [i2(v — v ) — iX2ai(u_ — u ) for all f > 0. (1.17) 
v 
As in lemma 1.1 we proceed to argue by contradiction in proving that 
u<u* and v > v* in (0, oo). (1.18) 
Indeed, assuming that (1.18) be false we could find to e (0, oo) such that 
u<u* and v > v* for t < to, (1-19) 
and that either 
u(to) = u* and v(t0) > v*, (1.20) 
or 
u(t0) < u* and t>(f0) = t>+, (1.21) 
or 
u(t0) = u* and t7(f0) = t>+. (1.22) 
Here, if (1.20) or (1.22) holds then from (1.16) we see that w'(fo) < 0, which is absurd in view 
of (1.19). Similarly, (1.21) cannot occur because of (1.17). • 
We are now in the position to establish our main result on (1.1). 
Lemma 1.5. Assume (0.6), (0.8) and (1.4). Then the solution of(l.l)-(1.2) satisfies 
u(t) —>- u* and u(t) —>- u* as t —>- oo as well as 
v(t) ->- u* and u(f) -^ - u* a s f ^ o o , (1.23) 
where u* and v* are as given by (1.3). 
Proof. We divide the first equation in (1.1) by u and the second by u to see upon a subtraction 
that is, 
d u ut u. 
— log - = — - =L 
at u u u 
= - (iii -2xi)(u -u) + (2xi +fiia{)(v -v). (1.24) 
In a similar way we obtain 
d v _ _ 
— log - = (2/2 + l*-2(i2)(u - u) - (ix2 - 2x2)(v - v) for all t > 0, 
at v 
which when added to (1.24) yields 
a ( u v\ _ 
— log - + log - = (-/xi + 2(xi + Xi) + l-iiai)(u - u) 
at \ u v/ 
+ (-/U-2+2(xi +X2) + IMa\)(v -v) (1.25) 
for all t > 0. Here we abbreviate 
e := min j ^ i - 2(xi + X2) - ^2^2, M - 2(xi + X2) - Mi«i 
and thus see that (1.25) becomes 
d / u v\ _ _ 
— l o g - + l o g - < -s(u - u) - s(v - v) fo ra l l f>0 . (1.26) 
d l \ « vj 
Along with lemma 1.5, this first entails that 
log - < log — + log — := c0 for all t > 0, 
w w0 Mo 
and hence using l e m m a 1.4 w e obtain 
This implies 
In the same 
u 
log — 
u 
; that 
u ^ u
4 
< c0 
'e~c° > 
way w e see that 
V ^ V Mo Mo 
—* 
u 
> 
for all t > 0. 
Mo 
W0 
0 
Mo 
"0 
> 0 
for all t 
for all t 
> 0 . 
> 0. 
UQ V0 
We now observe that by the mean value theorem, for each t > 0 the identities 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
and 
u(t) -u(t) = e ? l W (logu(t) - l o g w ( o ) 
v(t) - v(t) = e f e W (logU(f) - log v(t)\ 
hold with some fi(f) e (logw(f), \ogu(t)) and f 2 (0 <= ( logu(0 , logu(O)- Hence by (1.27) 
and (1.28), from (1.26) we infer that 
d / w UN / u v\ 
— l o g - + l o g - < - e 0 l o g - + l o g - f o r a l l f > 0 (1.29) dt \ u v ) \ u v ) 
is valid with 
eo = e E1 — m i n { » , t> 
wo u0 
Therefore an O D E compar ison shows that 
u V Ur\ VQ \ 
log - + log - < log — + log — e~£° ' f o r a l l f > 0 . (1.30) 
M M V Mo Mo / 
According to l emma 1.5, this entails the inequalit ies 
U ( U(] V(] \ 
0 < log - < log — + log — e-Sot for all t > 0 
M V Mo Mo/ 
and 
V / Wo V(] . 
0 < log - < log — + log — e-Sot for all t > 0 
V \ W„ Un 10 -iiO, 
and thereby shows that 
\u{t) - u{t)\ + \v(t) - v(t)\ - > 0 as t - > 00. 
In view of l emma 1.4 this proves (1.23) . • 
2. Relating the PDE system to the ODE system. Proof of theorem 0.1 
We now turn our attention to the original problem (0.2)-(0.5). As a preliminary, we state 
the following result on local existence and uniqueness of solutions which can be proved by a 
straightforward adaptation of well-established methods (see [15, theorem 2.1], [1, section 1], 
for instance). 
Lemma 2.1. LetX, xi, X2, Mi and 1x2 be positive and a\ > 0 as well as a2 > 0. Suppose that 
w0 and v0 belong to C°(Q) and are nonnegative. Then there exist rmax e (0, 00] and a unique 
triple (w, v, w) of nonnegative functions belonging to C° (Q x [0, rmax))nC2,1(S2x (0, Tmax)) 
which solve (0.2)-(0.5) in the classical sense in £2 x (0, rmax). Moreover, 
either Tmax = 00 or ||w(-, Olk°°(£2) + IK-,Olk°°(£2)-• °o as t / Tmax. (2.1) 
According to the strong maximum principle applied to the first two equations in (0.2), replacing 
t by t + x for sufficiently small x > 0 we may assume that 
wo > 0 and VQ > 0 in £2. 
It is therefore possible to find positive numbers w0, w0, v0 and v0 such that the inequalities in 
(1.4) hold as well as 
w0 ^ wo(x) ^ wo and v0 ^ VQ(X) ^ vo for allx e £2. (2.2) 
We now let (w, w, v, v) denote the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) corresponding to these fixed initial 
data, and plan to prove that under the assumptions (0.8) and (0.6), the inequalities w < w < w 
and v < v < v will remain valid throughout £2 x (0, Tmax). To this end, in lemma 2.3 we shall 
derive an appropriate differential inequality for some functional involving the functions U, U_, 
V and V_ which are defined by setting 
U(x, t) := u{x,t) - u{t), U_(x,t) := u{x,t) - u{t), (2.3) 
and 
V(x,t) := v(x,t) - v(t), V(x,t) :=v(x,t)-v(t) (2.4) 
for (x, t) e £2 x [0, Tmax), in order to verify that the positive parts U+ and V+ and the negative 
parts U__ and V__ are negative throughout Q, x (0, Tmax). As a preparation for this, we state 
the following. 
Lemma 2.2. With w, w, v and v as defined above, the solution of(0.2)-(0.5) has the properties 
la 
and 
f (Xw - u - vf+ < 2 / (U2+ + V2+) for all t e (0, Tmax) 
J  Ja 
J (Xw - u - vf_ < 2 / (Ul + V2_) for all t e (0, Tmax). 
Ja Ja 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
l  
Proof. From the third equation in (1.1) we have 
- Aw + Xw-u-v = U+V in f2 x (0, Tmax), (2.7) 
and after multiplying this by (Xw - u - v)+ and integrating over Q we obtain 
- / \V(Xw-u -v)+\2+ / (Xw-u -vf+ = / (U+V)(Xw -u -v)+ (2.8) 
X JQ JQ JQ 
for all t e (0, Tmax). Here we apply Young's inequality to see that 
J (U+V)(Xw-u-v)+ < \ J (U+V)l + \ J (Xw-u -vf+. Ja Ja Ja 
Since 
(U + V)2+ < (U+ + V+)2 < 2U2+ + 2V2+, 
from (2.8) we thus find 
^Ja 
\V(kw — u — v) + \2+l- ( (kw-u- v)2+ < f U2+ + V2+ for all t e (0, Tmax), 
^ Ja Ja  Ja ^ Ja Ja 
which implies (2.5). Inequality (2.6) can be seen in an analogous way. 
We can now prove the announced two-sided pointwise estimates for the solution of (0.2)-
(0.5). 
Lemma 2.3. The solution of(0.2)-(0.5) satisfies 
u{t) < u(x, t) < u{t) for all x e £2 and t e (0, Tmax) (2.9) 
and 
v(t) < v(x, t) < v(t) for all x e £2 and t e (0, Tmax), (2.10) 
w/iere w, w, v and v are as specified above. 
Proof. We claim that for each T e (0, rmax) we have 
u(t) < u(x, t) < u(t) for all x e £2 and £ e (0, T) 
and 
v(t) < u(x, f) < v(t) for all x e £2 and f e (0, T). 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
To verify this, we first observe that given any such T e (0, Tmax), since (u, v, w) is smooth in 
Q, x [0, T] we can find c\ (T) > 0 such that 
u(x,t) < ci(T), v(x,t) < ci(T) and w ( x , f ) < c i ( r ) (2.13) 
for all x e £2 and t e (0, T), where in view of lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 we may assume upon 
enlarging c\{T) if necessary that in addition 
u(t) < ci(r) , u(t) < c i ( r ) , v(t) <
 Cl(T) and u(f) < ci(F) for? e (0, T). 
Now from the first and the third equations in (0.2) we obtain 
ut — Aw + XIVHVIO = Xiu(u + v — Xw) + /ziw(l — u — a\v), 
in x e £2, ( e ( 0 , rmax), from which we subtract the first ODE in (1.1) to see that U = u — u 
satisfies 
Ut — AU + XiVC/ • V«i = Xiu(u + v — Xw) + /ziw(l — u — a\v) 
Ml - (M ~ Xi)« - X\u ~ (Xi - Mi«ik 
li,\U + u (Xi - Mi)« + (Xi - IMa\)v - kxiw 
(2.14) 
-u- (xi ~ ^i)u - XiH+Xiv - (Xi+^iai)v 
in £2 x (0, Tmax). Here we express the kinetic part in terms of the functions U, V = v — v and 
V_ = v — v upon observing that 
«(Xi - Mi)« ~u(xi - \~L\)U = (xi - m){u + u)U 
and 
M(Xi — l^\ci\,2)v — uixiv — ijL\a\v)) = X\(vU + uV) — ii\a\{vU + uV_) 
as well as 
—XiXuw + xiu{u + v) = —xiXwU + xiu{u + v_ — Xw). 
From (2.14) we thereby obtain the identity 
Ut — AU + /iVC/Vw = U IM + (Xi — IM)(u + U) + (XI — [i\a\)v — X\^w 
+ X\uV — ii,\a\uV_ + xi(u + v— Xw). 
We multiply this by U+ and integrate by parts over Q to obtain, writing 
b(x, t) := \x\ + (xi - \~L\)(U + U) + (xi - n\ai)v - xiA.w, (2.15) 
that 
d 1 
df2
 Ja 
fu2++f\vu+\2 = -^fvu2+Vw+f 
Ja Ja £ Ja Ja 
b(x,t)U+ 
+ Xi I uVU+ — \i\a\ I uVU+ + xi I (u + v- Xw)U+ (2.16) Ja Ja Ja 
holds for all t e (0, Tmax). Here another integration by parts along with the third equation in 
(0.2) shows that 
Xl 
2 Ja 
Thanks to (2.13), we can estimate 
fvTJ2+.VvJ = ^fu2+AvJ = -^fu2+ Ja 2 ; a 2 JQ (u + v — Xw). (2.17) 
\u + v-Xw\^ (2 + X)ci(T) 
so that (2.17) implies that 
in £2 x (0, T), 
Xl 
2 
fvu2+ 
Ja 
• V«i < 
(2 + A.)xici(r) 
Ja 
for?e(0 , T). (2.18) 
By means of Young's inequality, the rightmost three integrals in (2.16) can be estimated 
according to 
XCi(T) 
and 
— [i\a\ 
Xl f uVU+^xi f uV+U+^^( f V2++ f U2+ 
Ja Ja £ \Ja Ja 
I uvu+ < max J uv_u+ < MlfllC ( / yl + I u\ 
Ja Ja 2 \Ja Ja 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
as well as 
Ja 
Xi / (u + v_ — Xw)U 
l
+ < Xi / (« + v ~ Xw)+U+ < ^ - ( / Ja ^ \Ja 
u   — Xw) 
 z
 
for all t e (0, T). Recalling lemma 2.2 we thus see that 
9 — 2 
(u + v— Xw)+ + U+ 
Xi I (u + v- Xw)U+ < — (2 / U2_ + 2 j yl + j U2+ 
Ja 2 \ JQ JQ JQ 
for t e (0, T). In light of (2.18)-(2.21) and the fact that 
\b(x,t)\ < c2(T) := IM + 
for all x e Q and t e (0, T), (2.16) entails that 
d 1 
df2 
(3 + A.)xi + (2 + 01)^1 ci(T) 
f u\ + f |VC7+|2 ^h(T)( f l]\ + f U2_ + f V2++ f V2 Ja Ja \Ja Ja Ja Ja 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
for all t e (0, T), where ki (T) is defined by 
, ™, \(2 + A.)xici(r) xici(r) /xiaici(r) xi MI«ICI<X) 
h(T) := max j + c2(T) + + + —, + xi 
In the same fashion as before we multiply the equation satisfied by U_ by U__ to derive, using 
similar computations as those in (2.18)—(2.21), the inequality 
I LL-+ I IVC/J2 < k2(T) ( J U2++ I UI+ J V2+ + J V2_) (2.24) 
for all t e (0, T) with certain positive constants k2. By symmetry we obtain a constants k3 (T) 
andfct(r) such that 
d 1 
d?2 
and 
I I j Vi+ j \VV_\^k4(T)[ j IJ-++ j Ui+ j y > / Vi ) (2.26) 
f V2+ + f |VV+|2 ^k3(T)( [ U2++ [ Ul+ [ V2++ [ V2) (2.25) 
Ja Ja \Ja Ja Ja Ja J 
I 2_+ _\2 < k4(T) ( u2+ 2_+ v2+ + / Z - ) 
We finally add (2.23), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) to see t 
J (U2+ + Ul + V2+ + V_l) < k(T) J (u2+ + U2_ + V2+ + V2) 
/ 
Ja 
for all t e (0, T).  fi ll   ( . ), ( . ), ( . )  ( . ) t  s  that 
d 
for t e (0, T) and k(T) := max,=1...4{^(r)}. Since U+ = U_ = V+ = V_ = 0 at t = 0 
according to our restriction (2.2) on u0, u0, v0 and v0, an ODE comparison shows that 
(yl + U2_ + V2+ + V2) = 0 for all t e (0, T), 
which in view of definitions (2.3) and (2.4) yields (2.11) and (2.12). Since T e (0, Tmax) was 
arbitrary, this proves the lemma. • 
Now our main results are an immediate consequence. 
Proof of theorem 0.1. In view of (2.1), inequalities (2.9) and (2.10) rule out the possibility 
that Tmax be finite. Therefore, the orderings asserted by lemma 2.3 are actually valid in the 
entire parabolic cylinder Q x (0, oo), and hence lemma 1.5 entails that (0.9) holds. • 
3. Conclusion and discussion 
We have considered a model for the spatio-temporal evolution of two biological species which 
are attracted by the same chemical stimulus, and which proliferate and compete for the same 
resources. We have seen that the unique nontrivial spatially homogeneous steady state of the 
system, as given by (0.7), is globally asymptotically stable under the hypotheses (0.8) which 
essentially reflect the assumption that the effects stemming from chemotactic cross-diffusion 
and competitive degradation are sufficiently small. 
This study is to be understood as a first step towards understanding possible effects 
of chemotactic interaction on Lotka-Volterra-type competitive evolution of motile cell 
populations. An interesting open question is in how far assumptions complementary to ours 
may go along with types of solution behaviour that reflect spontaneous spatial self-organization 
and thus may be interpreted as processes of cell sorting. 
Addressing the mathematically most extreme formulation thereof, one might pursue 
the question whether blow-up phenomena may occur in the considered setting. In light of 
known results for the corresponding borderline case, it seems natural to conjecture that such 
a singularity formation might be possible under appropriate smallness assumptions on the 
parameters IM and /x2 which measure the strength of the kinetic terms. Here the literature on 
the corresponding single-species analogues suggest to believe that it is conceivable that the 
occurrence of exploding solutions is ruled out is enhanced by large space dimensions, but that 
considerable mathematical obstacles, arising even in the single-species framework, are to be 
expected (see [15,18], for instance). 
Less drastic interpretations of spatial structuring include bounded solutions which however 
do not stabilize towards homogeneous profiles. Here deeper insight can be expected upon 
addressing the corresponding basic mathematical issues of (nonlinear) instability of constant 
steady states, or existence of nonconstant equlibria. But these require entirely different 
approaches than pursued here, and thus need to be discussed elsewhere. 
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